In actual usage, normal incidence targets are rarely encountered. Tank frontal armors are highly sloped, and engagements occur at arbitrary angles between combatants. Roecker and Grabarek 7 present data for penetration of yawed tungsten alloy rods into semi-in nite RHA targets at obliquities of 60, 65, and 70 deg. Data are given only in the pitch plane, i.e., the plane containing the surface normal of the plate and the velocity vector of the rod. Examination shows that it is dif cult to ascertain a meaningful difference between the data at various obliquities. For this reason, the data are grouped into a single set and t to the relation P=P 0 D cos.12:59® ¡ 7:81/
Oblique Target
In actual usage, normal incidence targets are rarely encountered. Tank frontal armors are highly sloped, and engagements occur at arbitrary angles between combatants. Roecker and Grabarek 7 present data for penetration of yawed tungsten alloy rods into semi-in nite RHA targets at obliquities of 60, 65, and 70 deg. Data are given only in the pitch plane, i.e., the plane containing the surface normal of the plate and the velocity vector of the rod. Examination shows that it is dif cult to ascertain a meaningful difference between the data at various obliquities. For this reason, the data are grouped into a single set and t to the relation P=P 0 D cos.12:59® ¡ 7:81/
To treat combined pitch and yaw, it is necessary to make some assumptions that are not supported by the available data set. It will be assumed that the degradation of perforation due to yaw alone into the oblique plate can be represented by Eq. (3), with P 0 given by Eq. (1). It will further be assumed that the pitch and yaw effects can be separated using the following relation:
D cos.12:59® ¡ 7:81/cos 11:46c rit (6) Whereas this expression cannot be proven to be valid for the oblique plate, this type of separation can be shown to be a reasonable approximation in the case of normal incidence impact if the total yaw is less than 5 deg. Equations (1), (2) , and (4-6) permit the calculation of perforation vs range for combined pitching and yawing motion. With the plane of angular motion oriented 45 deg (equal pitch and yaw) from the vertical, the thickness of µ D 65 deg oblique RHA perforatedis plotted in Fig. 2 . The plot clearly shows the in uence of the pitch plane perforation asymmetry, Eq. (5). As the round moves downrange,the perforationis more severelydegradedby the adverse pitch states. The reason that the values of P are so much lower in this case is that Eq. (1) gives the thickness of plate perforated, not the line-of-sight perforation.
Conclusions
A method to estimate the effects of free-ight drag and angular motion on perforation is presented. Both normal and oblique impacts are treated. Predictions show that, at discrete ranges, penetrator performance is signi cantly degraded by angular motion. As range increases, yaw damps, and deceleration due to aerodynamic drag dominates. 1¡5 Numerous resultshad been foundin the cases of plates, wedges, cones, disks, spheres, and cylinders. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] In the present study, the hypersonic rare ed-gas ow about a torus has been studied. The ow pattern has not been yet discussed in the research literature. Several features of the ow are unique.
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Flow about a torus and its aerodynamic characteristicshave been studied under the conditions of a hypersonic rare ed-gas stream at 8R¸H¸2R and Knudsen number Kn 1;R from 0.0167 to 1. The numerical results have been obtained using the direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) technique. 3 The computer code was developed by Bird.
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DSMC Method
The DSMC method 3 is used as a numerical simulation technique for low-density hypersonic gas ows. An axisymmetrical DSMC code 9 is used. Molecular collisions in argon are modeled using the variable hard sphere molecular model. 3 The gas-surface interactions are assumed to be fully diffusive with full moment and energy accommodation. The code validation was tested by the author 5 in comparing numerical results with experimentaldata 4;5 related to the simple-shape bodies.
In calculationsat H=R D 8, the total numberof cells neara torus (a half-space of the unit segment) is 3000 in three zones, the molecules are distributed nonevenly, 2 and a total number of 27,200 molecules corresponds to an average of 9 molecules per cell. Following the recommendationsof Refs. 2, 3, and 9, acceptableresultsare obtained for an average of at least 10 molecules per cell in the most critical region of the ow. The error was pronouncedwhen this number fell below ve, i.e., ow near the symmetry axis (Figs. 1a and 1b) . In all cases the usual criterion 2 for the time step 1t m has been realized:
Under these conditions,aerodynamic coef cients and gasdynamic parameters have become insensitive to the time step.
The location of the external boundary with the upstream ow conditions varies from 2:5R to 3:5R. Calculations were carried out on a personal computer. The computing time of each variant was estimated to be approximately 10-60 h.
Results
In uence of the Geometrical Factor H/ /R
The ow pattern over a torus is signi cantly sensitiveto the major geometricalsimilarity parameter H=R. The in uence of this parameter on the ow structure has been studied for hypersonic ow of argon at M 1 D 10 and Kn 1; R D 0:1. It is assumed that the wall temperature is equal to the stagnation temperature.
The local Mach number contoursare shown in Fig. 1 for four cases of the geometricalfactor (H=R D 8, 6, 4, and 2). At H=R D 8, a conical shock wave can be observed near the torus. The interference of the shock waves takes the form of the normal shock wave (the Mach disk) in the vicinity of the symmetry axis. At the intersection of the conical and normal shock waves, a new type of conical re ection wave has been found. This internal re ection wave is observed in density, temperature, and velocity contour diagrams. 10 The boundaries of a local subsonic zone are restricted by supersonic conical ow behind the conical shock waves and the re ected waves. The shock-wave shape and the scale of the subsonic zone behind the shock wave are very sensitiveto the geometricalparameter H=R (Fig. 1) . At H=R · 4, the shape of a front shock wave becomes normal, and the subsonic area is restricted by the location of the shock wave and the torus throat (Figs. 1c and 1d) . This effect plays a fundamental role in the redistributionof pressure and skin friction along the torus surface[Figs. 2a and 2b, correspondingly;the angle µ changesfrom the torus rear point(µ D 0 deg) in the counterclockwise direction].
The dynamics of the subsonic zone is a major factor of relocation of the stagnation-pointring in the front area of the torus. The location of the stagnation point is moving from the front area to the torus throat after reducing the outer torus radius. The identical effect can be observedin calculationsof pressure and skin-frictioncoef cients (Fig. 2) .
In uence of the Knudsen Number Kn 1 ;R The rarefactionfactor,which can be characterizedby the Knudsen number Kn 1; R , plays an important role in the ow structure 3;5¡7 as well as in aerodynamics. 1;4;5 The ow eld about a torus has been calculatedfor the hypersonic ow of argon at M 1 D 10 and Knudsen numbers Kn 1; R D 0:0167, 0.1, and 1.
Under continuum ow conditions (Kn 1;R D 0:0167), the ow structure has the same features as were discussed earlier. In the transitional ow regime, at Kn 1;R D 1, the ow pattern is different. 10 The re ectionwaves have differentshapes because of the rarefaction effects in the conic and normal shock waves. At a small outer torus radius, H=R D 2, the skin-friction coef cient distribution along the torus surface becomes sensitive to the rarefaction parameter Kn 1;R (Fig. 3) . The locations of the front stagnation points are not changed at different Knudsen numbers.
The calculating results of the total drag coef cient are shown in Fig. 4 . At any outer-inner radii ratio, the drag coef cient increases with increasing Knudsen number. The geometrical factor becomes insigni cant on the drag at H=R¸6 under continuum ow regime conditions and at H=R¸4 in the free-molecule ow regime.
Conclusion
The hypersonic rare ed-gas ow about a torus has been studied by the DSMC technique. The ow pattern and shock-wave shapes are signi cantlydifferentfor small and large inner-outer radii ratios. At a value of the geometrical ratio parameter H=R of 8, the conical shock waves interact in the vicinity of the symmetry axis, creating the normal shock wave (the Mach disk). The re ected conical wave has a different pattern of the interaction with the supersonic ow behind a torus in continuum and rare ed-gas ow regimes.
At the small-ratio parameters, the front shock-wave shape becomes normal, and the front stagnation points relocate from the torus front zone toward the throat area. This phenomenon affects the drag, pressure, and skin-friction distributions along the torus.
